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WEATHERED TEAK METAL BASKET TABLE

72" Teak Metal Basket Dining Table 48" Teak Metal Basket Dining Table 

60" Teak Metal Basket Dining Table 

FEATURES

A disk of weathered teak atop a sturdy rustproof aluminum skirt creates a table at once 
industrial and sculptural. The gently curved base provides a graceful silhouette and 
comfortable seating.

•  Tabletop features a weathered grey finish that will acquire a patina over time

•  Tabletop able to withstand sun, rain, frost and snow

•  Bases are made from rustproof aluminum, with a durable powdercoated finish in dark 
bronze

•  This item is artisan crafted with meticulous care. Given its handmade and hand-finished  
nature, variations in the wood or metal work are to be expected and celebrated. Each   
item is unique and no two are exactly alike

CARE

Use a dry, clean cloth to dust your furniture weekly and help maintain its luster.  
To clean furniture, spray off any dirt or debris with a hose and wipe dry. Avoid letting  
water stand on the surface of your furniture.  

Teak with a Weathered Grey Finish - To prolong its soft, weathered finish, protect your 
furniture with our custom-fit covers when not in use. If left uncovered, the weathered grey 
finish will fade away after a season of use. Once the weathered finish fades, exposing 
unfinished teak to the elements, the furniture will begin to acquire the beautiful silvery-grey 
patina that is typical of untreated teak.

SWATCHES

Finish swatches available online, in stores or by calling 800.762.1005.

72" Diam., 30"H 
Seats up to 8

48" Diam., 30"H  
Seats up to 4

60" Diam., 30"H 
Seats up to 6

Ω Unlimited Furniture Delivery at a low flat rate based on delivery area. See a store associate or our website for details.

Furniture is delivered in 1-2 weeks in most US metropolitan areas. See website for delivery to Canada, pricing and additional views. Catalog and Web only. 
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